I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) are used in solar cells largely as a result of the Earth's abundance of Si and cost effective, scalable deposition techniques. Both a-Si:H and nc-Si:H are useful in single or multi-junction thin film photovoltaics (PV), while a-Si:H is also used as a passivation layer in singleor multi-crystalline Si heterojunction ("HIT") cells. 1, 2 Incorporation of hydrogen into the a-Si matrix and at crystallite grain boundaries passivates dangling bonds and defect states to enhance the optoelectronic properties of the material and final device. 3, 4 Thin film Si:H can be deposited using a variety of techniques including radio frequency (RF) plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), very high frequency (VHF) PECVD, hot-wire gas dissociation, and others. The literature describing some of these techniques, PECVD in particular, is extensive. 1, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In this study, we deposit thin Si:H films using RF magnetron sputtering of an undoped Si target in a mixed argon and hydrogen (Ar þ H 2 ) gas ambient atmosphere. Although existing literature describing RF-sputtered thin film Si is comparatively less comprehensive than that describing other deposition techniques, sputtering potentially offers significant advantages. [14] [15] [16] Sputtering provides the opportunity to avoid the use of hazardous precursor gases (i.e., SiH 4 , Si 2 H 6 ) associated with PECVD and other gas-phase dissociation techniques while maintaining effective control over many microstructural properties of the resultant films including crystallinity, hydrogen incorporation, and surface morphology, all of which are of interest in the various applications of thin Si:H films.
The goal of this study is to investigate the phase evolution of sputtered Si:H films and to produce a-Si:H and ncSi:H materials at reasonable deposition rates, > 1 Å /s, for possible future evaluation in PV devices. We employ in-situ, real time spectroscopic ellipsometry (RTSE) measurements of the growing film to non-destructively characterize optical properties and evolution of nanostructure in the material during deposition. 17 Moreover, RTSE is especially useful when the material grows with structural inhomogeneity such as crystallite nucleation from an amorphous matrix. Here, we use RTSE to track the influence of H 2 partial pressure or gas concentration on the amorphous roughening [(a ! a)], amorphous to mixed-phase amorphous þ nanocrystalline [a ! (a þ nc)], and mixed-phase to single-phase nanocrystalline [(a þ nc) ! nc] structural transitions. Although these transitions occurring during PECVD of thin film Si:H are already well characterized, 5-10 RF sputtered Si:H has not received the same attention and comparatively less is known about its microstructural growth processes.
Ex-situ Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements are commonly used experimental techniques to investigate the crystalline volume fraction in the material. These techniques differ from RTSE in that the XRD measurement averages information over the full depth of a thin film sample, whereas Raman spectroscopy averages information from a limited depth of the sample. In some cases, ex-situ Raman spectroscopy may yield a significantly different result compared to XRD measurement. 18 Presently, there has been growing interest in in-situ measurement including spectroscopic ellipsometry [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and Raman spectroscopy 19 , respectively, with the distribution of these modes often depending on the method of fabrication. 22, 35 IR spectroscopic ellipsometry is used in this study, providing a method for identifying these IR vibrational modes in each film and inferring relative information about interrelationships between hydrogen incorporation and nanostructure when compared to RTSE and XRD results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Si:H films have been deposited onto native oxide coated single crystal Si wafer substrates at 200 C using RF (13.56 MHz) magnetron sputtering of a 3-in. diameter undoped Si target with a target-to-substrate separation of 13.5 cm. The H 2 to total gas flow ratio (
) is maintained constant during each deposition. Two series of Si:H films have been deposited, one under conditions yielding a low deposition rate ($0.15 Å /s) and another with conditions resulting in a higher deposition rate ($1.3 Å /s). In each series, p H2 was varied. The low rate series has been deposited at a total gas pressure p tot ¼ 30 mTorr and RF power ¼ 100 W and the high rate films at p tot ¼ 10 mTorr and RF power ¼ 250 W.
In-situ RTSE measurements are performed using a dual rotating compensator multichannel ellipsometer (Model RC2-XI, J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.) 36 over the near infrared to ultraviolet spectral range of 0.74-5.90 eV at 70 angle of incidence. Real time ellipsometric spectra are collected at 4.18 s intervals during deposition. IR-range ellipsometric spectra are collected ex-situ by a Fourier transform, rotating compensator IR ellipsometer (Model IR-VASE, J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.) 37 over a spectral range of 0.05-0.62 eV (400-5000 cm
À1
). As has been demonstrated previously for PECVD Si:H, the optical response in the form of the spectra in the complex dielectric function, e ¼ e 1 þ ie 2 , and microstructural properties are extracted using a global P r(t)-minimization procedure with an unweighted error function. 6 An optical model consisting of ambient/surface roughness/ bulk thin film Si:H/interfacial layer/native oxide/semi-infinite single crystal Si is used to fit both RTSE and FTIR-extended measurements. The optical responses of the surface roughness and interfacial layer are described by a Bruggeman effective medium approximation (EMA) 38, 39 consisting of two material components with optical properties e mat and e void , and defined by
where f mat and f void are the volume fractions of the material and void, respectively, each fixed at 0.5 here. Each individual measurement has 1067 complex (w, D) pairs at different photon energies, and in order to extract a common set of spectra in e for the early stages of film growth, 5 sets of spectroscopic measurements, selected from among those acquired before any a ! (a þ nc) transitions are observed, are analyzed simultaneously. The structural parameters consist of bulk and surface roughness layer thicknesses for each experimental set of spectra along with an additional nucleation layer thickness fit to a common value for all 5 sets of spectra in the analysis. Values of e are deduced at each photon energy. This type of procedure is described in Refs. 5-10, 12, 13, 38, 40, and 41. The surface roughness thickness can vary significantly over the deposition, depending on the structural evolution. A void-rich interfacial or nucleation layer has been previously observed in the early stages of growth for a-Si:H 7 and nc-Si:H. 42 The interfacial layer thickness ranges from 0 to 54.1 6 0.4 Å for all films studied here, and remains static once a bulk film layer develops. GIXRD measurements are performed with a Rigaku/Altima-III X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Ka radiation (k ¼ 1.54059 Å ) and provide complementary information about the overall crystallographic structure.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Growth evolution diagrams
As has been observed for PECVD Si:H, 5,6,12 RF sputtered Si:H films can exhibit structural transitions at different thicknesses during deposition. In particular, we identify the thicknesses of a ! (a þ nc) and (a þ nc) ! nc structural transitions corresponding to the nucleation of crystallites from the amorphous phase [a ! (a þ nc)] followed by their coalescence [(a þ nc) ! nc], as well as the a ! a roughening transition corresponding to a transition from a stable surface with unchanging roughness to a surface that is continuously roughening within the amorphous growth regime. These structural transitions can be identified directly from their effects on the surface roughness thickness (d s ) and from spectra in e as a function of bulk film thickness (d b ) during Si:H growth, as obtained by fitting RTSE measurements as previously described. Optically determined surface roughness has been previously shown to correlate with values obtained by atomic force microcopy.
38 Figure 1 shows examples of d s evolution as a function of d b for two different films fabricated at a low deposition rate. The film prepared at p H2 ¼ 20% undergoes characteristic a ! (a þ nc) and (a þ nc) ! nc transitions at d b , corresponding to the abrupt increase in d s , and at the maximum in d s , respectively. By contrast, the film prepared at p H2 ¼ 15% features a smooth stable surface which is followed by slight roughening dictated by atomic scale selfshadowing involved in the a ! a transition. 13, 43 Both a ! a and a ! (a þ nc) transition thicknesses are identified as the d b value at 1 Å increase in d s above the minimum d s thickness; however, the a ! (a þ nc) transition is differentiated from the a ! a transition in that the quality of fit is significantly poorer in the mixed phase regime as a result of the continued use of optical properties describing only a-Si:H and not an (a þ nc)-Si:H mixture. Figure 2 shows the growth evolution diagrams of sputtered Si:H prepared at a substrate temperature of 200 C for both low and high deposition rates. The a ! a, a ! (a þ nc), and (a þ nc) ! nc structural transitions observed in Fig. 2 are qualitatively similar to those observed in PECVD Si:H. 6 The films remain amorphous at low values of p H2 , whereas nanocrystallites nucleate from the amorphous phase at relatively moderate to high p H2 . In the case of both the film series, the thicknesses corresponding to the a ! (a þ nc) and (a þ nc) ! nc transitions shift to a lower bulk film thickness with increasing p H2 , demonstrating that higher hydrogen gas concentrations create more favorable conditions for nanocrystallite nucleation and growth. These trends are qualitatively similar to those observed in PECVD, where crystallite nucleation begins to occur at certain hydrogen-to-silicon-carrying-gas flow ratios and the thickness at which these transitions appear shifts to lower thicknesses with increased hydrogen present.
A virtual interface analysis (VIA) 7, 8 is applied to RTSE data to extract a depth profile of the nanocrystallite volume fraction in the mixed-phase regime. This is accomplished by treating the outermost $50 Å of material as a discrete layer described by a Bruggeman EMA consisting of variable fractions of a-Si:H and nc-Si:H. Spectra in e describing a-Si:H are obtained from fitting to RTSE measurements at d b % 200 Å , i.e., before nanocrystallite nucleation. The optical properties that best represent the nc-Si:H in the spectral range from 2.5 to 5 eV are obtained by fitting to RTSE measurements at the end of the deposition where the film has transformed to a single phase nanocrystalline material using the multi-step procedure described in Ref. 9 . The procedure begins by setting a trial value for the roughness layer thickness, generating the optical properties of the pseudosubstrate, and using it as a semi-infinite substrate with a ncSi:H bulk over layer and surface roughness. This step is repeated for various reasonable values of surface roughness thicknesses to extract spectra in e of the nc-Si:H bulk layer. Finally, the extracted optical properties of the bulk layer are used in a three component EMA (a-Si:H, nc-Si:H, and void) along with the P r-minimization approach within VIA to obtain the lowest error in the fitting for the mixed-phase regime. This minimum error identifies the correct surface roughness thickness and from it the most realistic optical properties of nc-Si:H. Figure 3 depicts a comparison of aSi:H and nc-Si:H reference spectra in e for a high deposition rate film with p H2 ¼ 80%, used within VIA of RTSE data. The optical response of nc-Si:H is characterized by the presence of two critical point features reminiscent of single crystal Si while a-Si:H has only one broad feature. 9 The depth profile of the nanocrystallite fraction (f nc ) in the mixed-phase regime obtained from a representative VIA of a high deposition rate film with p H2 ¼ 80% is shown in Fig. 4 . The correspondence between the evolution of both d s and f nc seen in 
B. Deposition rates
Deposition rates are determined from the analysis of RTSE data using e obtained from fitting to measurements corresponding to d b % 200 Å . A linear relationship is used to fit d b as a function of deposition time, with the slope yielding the deposition rate of each sample studied. Figure 5 depicts the rates of deposition of Si:H samples for the low and high deposition rate series as functions of p H2 . In general, increasing pressure typically decreases sputter deposition rates by increasing the likelihood that the sputtered material is scattered away from the substrate by ambient Ar gas. By contrast, increases in RF power will increase the overall deposition rates mainly by increasing the flux of the material sputtered from the target. When RF power is increased and total pressure decreased simultaneously, these two effects result in the significantly increased deposition rate observed for the high rate film series. As is seen in Fig. 5 , films with a RF power of 100 W and total pressure of 30 mTorr result in deposition rates $0.15 Å /s compared to order of magnitude larger deposition rates of $1.3 Å /s for films prepared with a RF power of 250 W and total pressure of 10 mTorr. For films remaining in the amorphous phase, the deposition rate is relatively stable for both low and high rate series. This rate remains stable for slightly higher p H2 films that nucleate crystallites and evolve; however, further increases in p H2 eventually result in a reduction in the growth rate. This reduction is seen in both series when crystallite nucleation occurs at <150 Å and coalescence at <400 Å . This behavior suggests that under higher p H2 conditions, hydrogen may not be as effectively incorporated into the crystallites compared to a-Si:H and grain boundary material produced at relatively lower p H2 . The lower deposition rate observed for high p H2 after nanocrystallite coalescence may be due to etching of the weakly bound material on grain boundaries by additional unincorporated hydrogen. PECVD Si:H also shows a similar trend; however, decreasing growth rates are observed with increasing hydrogen dilution throughout the amorphous, mixed-phase, and nanocrystalline growth regimes. 5 C. X-ray diffraction Figure 6 (a) shows the GIXRD patterns of films produced under high deposition rate conditions. Similar GIXRD patterns have been observed for low rate films (not shown). The (111) and (220) peaks of Si are observed at 2h % 28. 4 and 47.3 , respectively, for films with significant nanocrystallite fractions grown at higher values of p H2 . As has already been demonstrated in the RTSE results, the films remain amorphous for lower p H2 and nucleate nanocrystallites when p H2 is !17.5% and !75% for low and high rate films, respectively. The broad feature observed at about 2h % 28. 4 for high rate samples with p H2 70% is similar to that reported for a-Si:H elsewhere. 44 The XRD peaks change from broad, low amplitude peaks (or none at all) to sharper, narrow peaks with increasing p H2 , supporting the RTSE determined phase transformations depicted in Fig. 2(b) . The significantly larger amplitude of the peak at 28. 4 when compared to that at 47.3 indicates preferential crystallographic orientation along the (111) direction. The broadening of both diffraction peaks decreases and the amplitude increases with increasing p H2 . This behavior indicates that the size and fraction of nanocrystallites increase with increasing hydrogen concentration during deposition. The crystallite size (d) has been obtained using Lorentzian fitting of (111) peaks and the Scherrer equation, given by
where the shape factor k ¼ 0.9, k is the x-ray wavelength (in this case 1.54059 Å for Cu a ), b is the diffraction peak full width half maximum, and h is the angle of diffraction. Figure 6 (b) shows the nanocrystallite grain size as a function of p H2 for the higher deposition rate series of Si:H sputtered films. The grain size increases from 5.0 to 9.2 nm as p H2 is increased from 75 to 90%, again indicating that increased hydrogen concentration in the sputter ambient is conducive to improved crystallinity. Previous studies on Si:H films prepared from RF sputtering, 15, 21 VHF-PECVD, 20 and PECVD 11, 44, 46 observed similar XRD patterns with (111) preferential orientation and comparable nanocrystallite size as obtained here. Observations in the literature also show the change of preferred orientation from (111) to (220) for different fabrication techniques including RF sputtered 47 and PECVD 46 materials depending on the deposition parameters.
D. Infrared optical properties
The electronic properties of both a-Si:H and nc-Si:H benefit from hydrogen passivation of defects associated with dangling bonds or grain boundaries. 3, 5, 22 The transition strength of absorption features arising from silicon-hydrogen bonds provides a measure of the relative density of each bond type in the material. Several studies of the siliconhydrogen (Si-H n ; n ¼ 1, 2, 3) bonding configurations' manifestation in IR vibrational modes are used as a guide in the fitting of the IR ellipsometric spectra and interpreting the results in this work. 5, 11, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] ). IR ellipsometric data are analyzed with a similar structural model to that used in RTSE data analysis with the IR absorption features in e 2 parameterized by Gaussian oscillators 48 each expressed as:
where E n , A, and U represent the resonance energy, amplitude, and broadening of each Gaussian oscillator, respectively. The real part, e 1 , is obtained by a Kramers-Kronig integration of e 2 given by 40
where P is the Cauchy principal part of the integral and e 1 is a constant additive term to e 1 . Among the possible expected IR-absorption modes, we have identified sensitivity to those centered at 590, 640, 2000, and 2090 cm À1 for this series of Si:H samples.
The Fourier transform IR measurements and the analysis are performed for both low and high deposition rate film series. Figure 7 shows an example of IR e 2 spectra for p H2 ¼ 50% a-Si:H from the high rate series. The absorption feature centered at 590 cm À1 is attributed to the Si-H 2 rocking mode, that at 640 cm À1 is attributed to the Si-H n (n ¼ 1, 2, 3) wagging mode, and the modes at 2000 and 2090 cm À1 are attributed to Si-H and Si-H 2 stretching, respectively. 22 For each of these features, the area under the peak can be used as a relative measure of the prevalence of the associated bond in the material. 49 The index of refraction, n, of all films (both low and high rate) at 5000 cm À1 , where Si:H is nonabsorbing, is used to determine the relative density of each film compared to the densest material exhibiting the highest index of refraction, n ¼ 3.1979, identified for Si:H produced at p H2 ¼ 90%. Mass density calculated from this value is 2.15 g/cm 3 , indicating that these films may be considered moderately dense. 26, 27, 50 The density of each film relative to the densest film at p H2 ¼ 90% is obtained by using e ¼ n 2 at 5000 cm À1 and Equation (1) films are observed to have higher void fractions, lower material fraction, than high rate films relative to the densest film. This value of material fraction is used for the normalization of integrated area under the absorption peaks for both series of samples, and is shown in Fig. 8 for the high rate series. Normalization is performed to ensure that comparison of relative hydrogen incorporation from transition strengths of absorption features between films is not biased by variations in film density. Thus, the strength of the features related to silicon-hydrogen bonding in the optical response is not artificially dampened due to the presence of voids in low density materials decreasing the overall amplitude of spectra in e. Figure 8 shows the integrated area under the absorption peak as a function of p H2 for each of the 640, 2000, and 2090 cm À1 peaks for the high rate film series. The absorption peak at 640 cm À1 is used to calculate the hydrogen content, C H (at. %) in the film applying a similar procedure to that explained in Refs. 22 and 23 and the values are shown in Fig. 8 (top right vertical axis) . The hydrogen content is also obtained for the low rate films. The value of C H (at. %) seems to decrease at higher p H2 for both series of samples, and it is observed that the higher rate samples have generally higher values of C H (at. %) compared to low rate samples with C H ranging from 2.6 to 6.7%. These values of hydrogen content seem reasonable in consideration of the values reported in Ref. 23 . With increasing p H2 in the high rate series, the area under each of the 640 and 2090 cm À1 absorption peaks first decreases then remains stable after the films become predominantly nanocrystalline at p H2 ! 75%. The variations of the features at 2000 and 2090 cm À1 within the a-Si:H regime for the high rate films are generally close to the error limits. The area under the 2000 cm À1 peak initially increases with increasing p H2 , reaches a maximum at the maximum hydrogen concentration prior to any crystallite nucleation at p H2 ¼ 70%, and then decreases quickly as nanocrystallites form in the film. Since the 2000 and 2090 cm À1 peaks are associated with monohydride (Si-H) and dihydride (Si-H 2 ) bonding configurations, respectively, these results suggest that monohydride bonding is more pronounced in a-Si:H and less so when the films become nanocrystalline. 41 Similarly, for the low rate films, the area under each of the three peaks at 640, 2000, and 2090 cm À1 initially increases with increasing p H2 , reaches a maximum at the maximum hydrogen concentration prior to or at which point crystallites starts to nucleate at p H2 ¼ 17.5%, and then decreases quickly as the film becomes nanocrystalline. Also for the low rate films, a similar trend in which monohydride bonding, more pronounced in a-Si:H, is suppressed as the material becomes predominantly nc-Si:H. More importantly, the areas under all three peaks (640, 2000, and 2090 cm
À1
) is significantly lower than the values for the corresponding peaks of high rate samples. Similarly, the relative density and hydrogen content for low rate films are lower than those for high rate films. All these observations indicate that the low rate Si:H is even more porous than the films in the high rate series and may lack sufficient hydrogen to passivate defects and dangling bonds. Predominant Si-H 2 in a-Si:H is not desirable for solar cell absorber layer materials; however, both sets of films may still be suitable for grain boundary passivation in nc-Si:H layers or for passivation of crystalline silicon in wafer based devices. Significant features near 2100 cm À1 arising from the grain boundary material in nc-Si:H layers are not necessarily linked to poor performance of a solar cell incorporating an intrinsic nc-Si:H absorber layer 28, 29, 51 and are quite commonly reported in nc-Si:H films. [52] [53] [54] Similarly, a porous 55, 56 and large amplitude high stretching mode features in the infrared spectrum 1, 57 of thin a-Si:H used as passivants for crystal silicon have also been observed. From the 640 cm À1 peak in the films studied here, which is associated with all possible wagging modes Si-H n (n ¼ 1, 2, 3), the hydrogen content relative to the densest film decreases with increasing p H2 . This behavior may be due to the fact that grain size increases for higher p H2 films as observed from GIXRD and there is relatively less grain boundary surface area with fewer sites available for hydrogen incorporation. Previous studies of PECVD Si:H show that hydrogen incorporation increases with increasing hydrogen dilution within the amorphous growth regime. However, during mixed phase or nanocrystalline growth, hydrogen incorporation in the film decreases with increasing hydrogen dilution. 41, 47 The hydrogen content in the Si:H film depends strongly on the deposition parameters including temperature, pressure, and source gases. 41 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The growth evolution of Si:H films produced via magnetron sputtering shows phase transformations from amorphous to mixed-phase then to single-phase nanocrystalline. In studies of the growth evolution diagrams, deposition rates are not observed to decrease at the lowest p H2 at which crystallites nucleate. As a result, similar growth rates are obtained between a-Si:H and nc-Si:H phases near what would be considered the protocrystalline region in PECVD Si:H. From IR spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements and analysis, Si-H n bonding configurations have been identified with absorption peaks centered at 590, 640, 2000, and 2090 cm À1 . Samples with higher p H2 and lower deposition rates after crystallite coalescence exhibit lower relative amounts of hydrogen incorporation into the film, which may be due to the etching of weak Si-Si bonds on the growing surface by unincorporated reactive hydrogen. 21 Overall, these results indicate that sputtering can be a useful deposition technique for producing nc-Si:H of reasonable quality as assessed by growth evolution diagrams at rates that are generally comparable to many CVD processes. Additionally, a-Si:H made by sputter deposition may serve as a potential candidate for passivation of crystalline Si without the need for silicon carrying source gases. Promising results have been obtained with similarly porous CVD a-Si:H in literature, therefore a challenge remains to see if similar material performance can be obtained with sputtered material.
